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Bamboozled by the ces letter: an honest response to the pdf pamphlet entitled â€œ letter to a ces directorâ€• $ $ (1)
reaction paper/blog for bamboozled.

She says that it is very important to understand how the media and its users influence us because of the way it
makes us alter our attitudes and feels on everything from the small stuff like shampoo to the big things like the
next president. These are just a few of the questions that should be asked when viewing any sort of
propaganda so we can make sure we get the whole story and are not fooled by the media and its masses. From
the movie, it becomes evident that Lee is not happy about black people being in charge of pop. With his
education, diction, and speech, Delacroix is portrayed as a black man who is not in touch with the black man. I
do agree that if a words can be cut out, you should cut it out. The film is an attempt at satire that does not go
well with critics, who view it as racist. They are always wrapping their stories in vague metaphors and
non-direct answers. But the question remains, who are the puppeteers? Regardless of this fact, she is put down
and silenced by Delacroix. Her official name in the credits is Smooth Black, but we will refer to her simply as
Lollipop Girl. She comes across as being under Pierre Delacroix, or his puppet, from her first appearance in
the film. It will only confuse the reader. I do not think that everyone has to avoid foreign phrases, scientific
terms in exchange for everyday words. When Donna Woolfolk Cross discovered how many people do not
realize how much words have an effect on us as a whole, American population, she wanted to change that, so
she wrote Propaganda: How Not to Be Bamboozled. I thought it was very interesting to see Michael
Rappaport in this role after seeing him play a skinhead in "Higher Learning". Lee takes his aim and expounds
it in the film Bamboozled. When everyone agrees, no questions why or how and then we all end up like the
lemmings, following one another to our death without knowing how we got to that point. She feels the need to
prove herself to Manray and other characters by explaining her ascent to the top, an internship. Do you agree
with him that, the decadence of our language is probably curable? In that essay she reveals exactly how and
why is it very necessary and important for us, a democratic society or even others in such a culture to
understand the methods and practices of propaganda, good and bad. Are their ideas the same as mine? We
would like to move on to some other representations of women that continue this motif. George Orwell is
arguing that Americans use so many unnecessary, foreign, metaphor, phrases, meaningless words, and they do
not need to. We feel the portrayal of women in Bamboozled says a lot about the way they are represented not
only in the media, but in capitalistic society. We do not fact check for ourselves, we tend to instantly believe
what we are being told, like the lemmings are being told to drowned themselves, we are being told to vote for
a certain politician or to purchase a certain brand of soap. I dont know why, maybe to make the reader feel like
they are there and not in the past. And we end up doing just as we are told, until one person says, Hey, why are
we doing this again? Im do not think the decadence of our language is probably curable in saying that people
will stop miss-using words and phrases that are clich or inflated or metaphorical. On the hand, Dunwitty is a
white man who claims that he knows more about the black man than Delacroix does. And that sort of thinking
follows through in our older developed minds that we need to convey our ideas in a way that others can
understand it too. Women are underrepresented in the media, like this film, and the few depictions are
generally negative. There are infrequent representations of women in positions of authority or in assertive
roles. According to Lee, this is commonplace in real life. Lee takes the opportunity to entertain, and at the
same time, to bring out portrayals and perceptions of blacks in entertainment. This theme was attractive to us
because we felt the filmmaker had a powerful message to send his audience after viewing the trailer in class.


